
Introduction to Cognitive Science

Lecture XIV:

Connectionist stances



Basic notions
Units – idealized neurons

Connections between units: idealized axons, dendrites and 
synapses:

u Directed

u Carry excitation or inhibition

u Weighted (how much excitation/inhibition the connection
transmits)



Basic notions



Units and activation
è information from the environment (input u.)

è activation from other units

è activation passed to other units

è activation passed to the environment (output u.)

Each unit is in a certain state of activation (0, neg, pos)

Collected input: net input activation (usually calculates as a 
sum of incoming inputs)

A basic model: net activation = current activation = output



A calculation
è O.A (A)= 0,7

è O.A (B)= 1,0

è Weight (A-C)= 0,3

è Weight (B-C)= 0,5

è I.A (C) = 0,7*0,3 + 1,0*0,5 = 0,71



Learning (training)
è The ”experience” of a network can affect the values of 
connection weights (weight=0 – there's no connection)

è The overall structure is not affected (but see above), the 
activation rules are not affected

Supervised learning:

• We give the network a sequence of training pairs (I-O 
vectors)

• The input vector is applied, the network computes the 
output and the training algorithm compares the actual
output with the target vector

• it adjusts the relevant connection weights according to some
specific rule (Hebbian learning, Delta learning)



Learning (training)
Learning paradigms

Regularity detector: 

• A set of input patterns is presented (probability associated)

• The system is supposed to discover statistically salient
features of input

• (no pre-established set of categories)

Auto associator

• A set of patterns is presented (and stored)

• When parts of one of original patterns are presented (or a 
similar pattern) the system is supposed to retrieve the 
original one (pattern completion)



Learning (training)
Learning paradigms

Pattern associator: 

• Sets of pairs of patterns are repeatedly presented

• Later, when one element of the pair is presented, the 
system is supposed to activate the second one

Classification paradigm

• There is a set of fixed categories into which input patterns
are classified

• During a training session the system is presented with input
patterns-category pairs

• The goal – to learn to correctly classify the stimuli (incl. 
slightly distorted versions)



Learning (training)
Unsupervised learning

• No target output

• …identifies commonalities in the data

• reactions are based on the presence or absence of such 
commonalities in each new piece of data

• Statistical analysis is crucial

• ”competitive learning”: detects regularities in the input by 
developing internal representations of salient patterns

-> field of machine learning (scikit-learn: Python; weka: Java)



Representation(s)
Recall the notions of computation and computational psychology

è Q1. What sorts of representations do connectionist models
manipulate?

è Q2. How do these connectionist representations represent what
they do?

Q1.: the problem of representations; the structure and important
features of major schemes

Q2.: the problem of representation; (a) under what conditions
something is a representation; (b) what determines exactly what it
represents



Representation, cont'd
Local (punctate) representations – the activation of an individual

unit represents an element in its domain (cf. grandmother cells)

è A specific unit dedicated to a specific „concept”

è Intuitive, simple, explicit, easy to understand

Problems:

è Unrealistic cognitively

è The problem of neural death and spontaneous firing

è Not enough neurons to represent everything



Distributed representations
Quasi-distributed representations – a pattern of activation among

sets of individual units represents an element in its domain, and 
units do not participate in other representations

(Fully) distributed representations: a pattern of activation among
sets of individual units represents an element in its domain and 
units do participate in other representations

Microfeatures (Smolensky 1988)

Operations between conceptual level and the neural level
(subconceptual level)

Patterns as a whole have a conceptual interpretation (not units)

è Constituent nodes represent microfeatures of that concept



Distributed representations



Advantages of distributed r.
Content addressability (vs. location addressability)

Pattern completion: the ability of systems to correctly recognize
partial inputs

Spontaneous generalization – the ability of systems to raise the 
activation of nodes that are related to the target nodes

Fault tolerance: ability to ignore or false or misleading input
information and still come up with the right answer (or best fit)

Graceful degradation: the system can be damaged in various ways
and it will not crash; its performance degrades

Improved relearning: if a system is damaged and then trained again, 
it can relearn much faster than it did originally



Programming of a network
è Activation rules

è Thresholds

è Weights of connections

è Weights: A-C=0,1 A-D=0,3, B-C=0,2, B-D=0,4

è Net act. = current activation = output activation

Example calculations (C):

From A: 1*0,1=0,1

From B: 1*0,2=0,2

Activation (C): 0,3



Programming of a network
è



Pattern associator
è 2 layers; each unit in 1st layer connected to each unit in the 2nd 

layer

è Each connection will be given a weight: excitatory or inhibitory

è Let the net associates rose appearances with rose smells

è Flower's appearance can be broken down into 4 components: A, 
B, C, D

è The rose smell can be also broken into 4 components



Ten questions about networks:
1. How many units are there?

2. What is the pattern of connections?

3. Which connections are excitatory, which inhibitory?

4. What is the direction of the flow of activation?

5. What do individual units represent (if anything)?

6. What do groups of units represent (if anything)?

7. How does the network compute its output from its input?

8. What are the „activation passing” rules?

9. What are the weights of connections?

10. What is the procedure by which weights are changed?



Generic connectionist machine
1. A network of connected computing units

2. Each connection has a strength or weight

3. Each unit has a rule for passing on some activation value

4. Certain units are input units

5. Certain units are output units

6. Data/information is in the activation of units and the 
connection weights

7. There are learning algorithms for modyfying the connection
weights

8. Computation involves arithmetic operations on activation
levels and connection strengths.



Motivations
1. CN & human behavior: 

- Retrieve specific characteristics of particular individuals
(„exemplars”)

- Extract central tendencies of classes of objects from stored
knowledge

- Fill in plausible default values [Jets&Sharks networks]

2. CN & the brain

- Models of mind/brain are to be preferred to models of mind or
brain only (-> CCTM)

- (but: can we study the mind independently of the brain?)

- Structural similarities between connectionist models and 
brains:



Connectionist models and the brain
- units/neurons; connections+weights/axons, dendrites, 

synapses; layer organization; way of learning; paralel 
excitation and inhibition

Features of brain-functioning:

- Massive parallel functioning (100-step rule; Feldman 1985)

- Content addressability (and content-completion)

- Distributed memory

- Graceful degradation

- Non-acute sensitivity to noise and defective input

(Harnish 2002)



Proper Treatment of Connectionism
… (PTC) as proposed by P. Smolensky (1988, 1989)

1. Levels of analysis:

- conceptual: symbolic structures with traditional semantic
interpretatation

- Subconceptual: entities that are constituents of conceptual-
level descriptions (see microfeatures); two relations: 
pattern-subpattern (inclusion); pattern-node (membership)

- Neural: consists of structure and operation of the nervous
system



Proper Treatment of Connectionism
… (PTC) as proposed by P. Smolensky (1988, 1989)

2. Knowledge and IP style:

- Conscious rule application: explicit ”linguistic” rules applied to 
a concept-level task domain; typically shared result of social
practices, but this is not essential

- Intuitive knowledge: (perception, NLU, skilled actions) –
exercised at the subconceptual level; both implemented
(instantiated) at the neural level



Proper Treatment of Connectionism



Proper Treatment of Connectionism
… (PTC) as proposed by P. Smolensky (1988, 1989)

3. Level of connectionist models:

”The fundamental level of the subsymbolic paradigm, the 
subconceptual level, lies between the neural and conceptual
levels”

More abstract than neurological level; more faithful than
symbolic modeling:

„The intuitive procesor for a particular task uses the same 
architecture that the brain uses for the task” (1988, p. 5)

Higher level of description in terms of symbols is only
approximate:


